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Abstract

Compliant towers enable conventional drilling in deep water, avoiding the complex well-atop-well situation which led to the Macondo blowout.
The 2011-2012 graduating class in Offshore Specialization was challenged to design compliant towers for Exmouth Plateau, NW Australia. The site is in 900m water depth, and features uncemented calcareous silt, overlain by slide debris. In addition to three different structural designs, there were three different foundation concepts.

- Large diameter, deep, multistage piling
- Multiple suction caisson clusters, penetrating the debris layer
- A huge, shallow suction mudmat raft

Each presented difficult challenges in soil mechanics, design, and installation strategy. The students took advantage of expert advice, and came with novel, technically feasible solutions.

The paper will present a professional-level overview of the work, and suggestions for ongoing investigation.
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